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Routing and Wavelength Assignment for Multiple
Multicasts in Optical Network-on-Chip (ONoC)
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Abstract—Optical Network-on-Chip (ONoC) is an emerging
chip-scale optical interconnection technology to realize high-
performance and power-efficient inter-core communication for
many-core processors. Multicast communication is popularly
used in parallel applications on chip. However, existing researches
for multicast in ONoC mainly focus on the optimization of one
multicast. This limits the practical applications of the research
outcomes because we often face the dynamic formation of
multiple multicast groups in real network systems. In this paper,
we define the problem of routing and wavelength assignment for
multiple multicasts in ONoC with the objective of minimizing the
number of wavelengths required. To solve the problem, we first
formulate it as an integer programming model for general topolo-
gies. Then we design routing policies for special instances that
optimally use only one wavelength on mesh topology. For general
instances, we design a Group-Partitioning Routing algorithm for
Multiple Multicasts (GPRMM). GPRMM decouples a group of
multicasts into a number of sub-groups, each of which matching
one of the special instances. Theoretical results show that the
number of wavelengths required by GPRMM is no more than the
Destination Density σd, i.e., the maximum number of multicasts
with destinations in the same row or column. Moreover, we
find the upper bound and the lower bound on the number of
wavelengths required for GPRMM. The wavelength requirement
is also upper bounded by the network size n for an n × n
mesh network. Simulation results show that GPRMM can reduce
the number of wavelengths by 26.7% compared with previous
methods. GPRMM has the advantages of low routing complexity,
low wavelength requirement, low power consumption, and good
scalability.

Index Terms—Optical Network-on-Chip, Multiple Multicasts,
Routing and Wavelength Assignment.

I. INTRODUCTION

W Ith the development of manufacturing technologies
in integrated circuits industry, many-core Chip Multi-

Processors (CMPs) are becoming the mainstream computa-
tional platform for cloud computing, data center, and su-
percomputing applications [1][2]. Electrical Network-on-Chip
(ENoC) has been proposed to handle the interconnect par-
allelization provided by many-core CMPs. As thousands of
cores will fit on one chip [3], the inherent problems of ENoC,
such as wire delay, bandwidth, power dissipation and signal
interference, will deteriorate the performance of CMPs. In
order to overcome the drawbacks of ENoC, Optical Network-
on-Chip (ONoC), a chip-scale inter-core optical network, has
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been proposed [4]. Compared with ENoC, ONoC shows obvi-
ous advantages (e.g., low end-to-end communication latency,
distance-independent power consumption and high bandwidth
by Wavelength-Division-Multiplexing (WDM) [5]), as it in-
serts silicon nanophotonics into on-chip interconnection net-
works.

As the number of cores integrated into a chip increases,
inter-core communication in ONoC is progressively becoming
a significant and challenging problem in the development
of many-core processors [6]. Multicast communication, in
which packets from one source need to be transmitted to
multiple destinations simultaneously, widely exists in many
applications of CMPs, such as barrier synchronization [7],
clock synchronization [8], replication [9] and multi-reading
programs in distributed shared memories. Previous researches
have shown that multicast communication contributes to a
large proportion of total traffic in various cache coherence
protocols such as token coherence and directory-based coher-
ence [10]. Fig.1 shows the percentage of different communi-
cation patterns (unicast, multicast, many-to-1 communication)
for PARSEC benchmark applications in a 64-core system [11].
It can be seen that multicast traffic takes about 15% and 45%
respectively in average for AMD HyperTransport and Token
Coherence connections.

Fig. 1. Traffic percentage for a set of standard PARSEC benchmark applica-
tions for Token Coherence and HyperTransport in a 64-core system [11].

For multicast communication in ONoC, there are three
challenges to be addressed. One is how to transmit pack-
ets to each destination effectively considering the particu-
lar characteristics of ONoC. As ONoC’s physical properties
are different from the traditional ENoC (e.g., no optical
buffer, limited number of wavelengths), existing multicast
communication schemes for electrical interconnections cannot
be used directly to ONoC. The second challenge is how
to utilize the limited network resources (e.g., the number
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of wavelengths) efficiently. WDM enables multiple optical
signals to be transmitted in a single waveguide simultaneously
by using different carrier wavelengths, offering ONoC with
ultra-high throughput and low transmission latency. However,
the maximum number of wavelengths that each waveguide
can support is limited in realistic scenarios (e.g., at most
62 wavelengths under 10 Gbps data rate [12]), since the
maximum optical power that can be injected into the optical
interconnect without non-linear effects is limited. With the
increasing number of cores in one chip, the supported number
of wavelengths is not enough for large sized network (e.g.,
32×32 mesh ONoC) with hundreds of multicasts. In addition,
laser source and MR tuning power is proportional to the
total number of wavelengths used [13]. Hence, using more
wavelengths will incur more power consumption, which in
turn causes high heat dissipation and affects the reliability of
ONoC. Moreover, reducing the number of wavelengths can
reduce the hardware cost of ONoC. In ONoC, the optical
routing paths are dynamically established by configuring the
optical routers with wavelength-specific MRs. Thus, the fewer
wavelengths are used, the fewer wavelength-specific MRs are
required. Although reducing the number of wavelengths may
increase the calibration power from the device-level aspect,
several current techniques have shown significant savings
in overall calibration power by utilizing the enhanced con-
nectivity to maintain sufficient throughput with fewer rings,
or disabling the tuning circuitry for resonators not on the
active communication path. Therefore, reducing the number
of wavelengths has important impact on network performance,
energy consumption, hardware complexity and reliability.

The third challenge is how to implement inter-core com-
munication when multiple multicasts occur during the same
time period. If there are multiple applications running on the
ONoC simultaneously, each application can generate a multi-
cast request during execution, and thus multiple applications
can generate multiple multicasts simultaneously. For some
parallel applications such as Deep Neural Networks (DNNs),
the data exchange between workers could be implemented by
intensive multiple multicast communications [14]. For such
applications, efficient methods to support multiple multicasts
can largely improve the execution performance. Unlike single
multicast solutions, the problem of multiple multicasts should
not only optimize an individual multicast but also consider the
whole set of multicasts as a combined optimization problem.
Existing researches on multicast in ONoC have rarely taken
into account all the above challenges. Our work will bridge
these gaps. In this paper, we propose an efficient routing and
wavelength assignment approach for multiple multicasts to
reduce the number of wavelengths used in ONoC.

The proposed methods include two routing and wave-
length assignment procedures supporting multiple multicasts
in ONoC. One is an optimal routing and wavelength assign-
ment scheme for special instances based on special distri-
butions of source and destination nodes on a mesh ONoC.
The other is a group-partition based heuristic routing and
wavelength assignment scheme for general instances without
contraints on the distribution of multicast nodes. The novelty
in the multiple multicasts routing procedure is a distribution-

based routing algorithm that adopts a resource combination
strategy to make non-overlapping routing paths share the same
wavelength. Our main contributions can be summarized as
follows.

• We propose an optimal routing and wavelength assign-
ment algorithm for special distributions of multicast
nodes on a mesh ONoC, where only one wavelength is
required.

• Based on the proposed algorithm for special distributions,
we propose GPRMM - a Group-Partitioning Routing
algorithm for Multiple Multicasts (GPRMM) for random
distributions of multicast nodes. This algorithm is pro-
posed to find non-overlapping multicast groups that can
share the same wavelength.

• We derive the upper bound and lower bound on the
number of required wavelengths.

• We carry out extensive simulations to evaluate GPRMM,
using both real and synthetic traffic traces. The simulation
results demonstrate that GPRMM can achieve significant
reduction on the number of wavelengths required and has
good scalability.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces related work and motivation. Section III presents
the problem definition. Section IV gives the routing algorithm
for particular instances. Section V presents a heuristic routing
method for multiple multicasts with general instances. Sec-
tion VI presents the lower bound on the number of wave-
lengths. Section VII illustrates the system implementation for
the given method. Section VIII evaluates the performance of
GPRMM through simulations. Finally conclusions are given
in Section IX.

II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

A. Related Work

Multicast communication widely exists in many applications
of CMPs. Unicast-based multicast [15] is a scheme for mul-
ticast communication without hardware support, in which a
multicast packet is replicated multiple times and transmitted
to each of the destinations separately. However, this scheme
will increase the network congestion and serialization delay,
since transmitting multiple copies of the same packet into the
network not only causes a significant amount of traffic, but also
introduces a large latency (every copy of the message suffers
from startup latency at the source node). Apart from this,
redundant packets transmitted in the network will consume
more power which is an important consideration in the design
of CMPs. Current research about the multicast communication
in an ONoC can be classified into two classes: hardware-
based design and the design based on routing and wavelength
assignment.

The hardware-based design studies the multicast support
architectures, such as topologies and on-chip devices. In [16],
a hybrid hierarchical architecture, called Firefly, is designed.
In Firefly, electrical signal is used for intra-cluster commu-
nication, and multiple optical crossbars are used for inter-
cluster communication. In order to avoid the global switch
arbitration, the crossbar in Firefly is partitioned into multiple
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smaller crossbars, so the arbitration is localized. The authors in
[17] proposed ZMesh, which is a scalable and energy efficient
NoC topology. Two mapping techniques are designed to map
applications onto nodes effectively. It showed that multicast
can reduce energy consumption using the proposed multi-
cast routing algorithm. In [18], the authors derived a novel
reconfigurable silicon-photonic NoC architecture, SwiftNoC,
which can achieve higher performance and energy efficiency
by efficiently utilizing MWMR waveguides with its improved
multicast-enabled channel sharing, bandwidth transfer mecha-
nism, and cluster priority adaption. A new on-chip network
architecture, called VRNOC, was proposed in [19]. Based
on VRNOC, an adaptive routing method for multicast was
designed, which can find alternative routing paths without
increasing the path length. In [20], the authors proposed a
new 7×7 non-blocking optical router based on the Dimension
Order Routing (DOR) algorithm, which can decrease the
crosstalk and insertion loss of the network.

For the design based on routing and wavelength assign-
ment, tree-based and path-based routing methods are two
major approaches used in ONoC. In the tree-based routing
[21], a multicast packet is delivered along a spanning tree
from root (the source node) to individual leaves (all desti-
nation nodes). In [22], two tree-based routing methods for
multicast, Optimize Tree (OPT) and Left-xy-Right-Optimized
Tree (LXYROPT), were proposed. OPT is an optimized tree-
based routing using the west-first turn model to achieve the
deadlock free. To reduce the network latency caused by OPT,
LXYROPT was designed. The authors in [23] proposed a
Recursive Partitioning Multicast routing method (RPM) to
implement multicast communication in NOC, which can in-
telligently select appropriate replication points for multicast
packets according to the global distribution of destination
nodes. In [24], a routing method based on the Minimum
Directed Spanning Tree was proposed, with the objective of
reducing power consumption. Overall, the tree-based routing
method can obtain low network latency since it constructs the
tree by shortest paths. However, the packet is replicated at
branching nodes, which may result in the blockage of packets.

In the path-based routing, a packet is transmitted along
a Hamiltonian path [25] without being replicated, so it can
reduce the packet congestion. In [26][27], two adaptive routing
algorithms were proposed respectively, called HAMUM and
HOE. In this method, several rules about permitting and pro-
hibiting turns were derived to achieve deadlock-free routing.
Choosing proper routing paths according to the congestion
situation of the network can improve routing flexibility, thus
achieving higher adaptiveness. The authors in [28] proposed
a hybrid deadlock-free multicast routing scheme by combin-
ing the path-based and tree-based method, which can hold
large packets without additional virtual channels or large
buffers. The authors in [29] proposed an efficient WDM mesh-
based ONoC mapping approach based on a particle swarm
optimization algorithm. It investigated the tradeoff between
the number of wavelengths and the network size, and it is
found that increasing the network size can reduce the number
of wavelengths needed. In [30], the authors addressed the
parallel implementation of a bitonic sorting on ONoC with bus

topology, where a wavelength-saving strategy was proposed.
Although these multicast-based routing methods can im-

prove network performance (e.g., reduce latency, avoid dead-
lock), they still have several limitations: (1) they were initially
designed for ENoC, which cannot be migrated to ONoC
directly because of the different physical properties; (2) they
only focused on improving the conventional criteria of routing
design, such as transmission delay or shortest path, which
are not suitable to ONoC. Conversely, those important routing
criteria for ONoC, such as the network resource consumptions
(e.g., physical links and wavelengths), are not considered; (3)
only one multicast was considered. For example, DWRMR
[31] is one of the state-of-the-art multicast routing schemes for
ONoC, which can reduce the packet latency and the number
of wavelengths significantly by reusing the multicast rings.
However, it only considers the optimization of one multicast,
without considering the optimization of multiple multicasts.
When there are multiple simultaneous multicasts in ONoC,
methods like this are very likely to cause high contentions
without considering other multicasts, resulting in waste of
wavelengths.

Therefore, we need to optimize the wavelength allocation
for multiple multicasts to efficiently use the limited wave-
lengths in ONoC. In this paper, we target optimizing the
utilization of wavelengths for routing multiple simultaneous
multicasts requested from applications.

B. Motivation Example

The following example compares the number of wave-
lengths used by different routing schemes in order to accom-
modate all given multicasts. It illustrates that the number of
wavelengths for multiple multicasts by the existing methods
can be further reduced. Fig. 2 presents a motivation example
by showing two multicasts with different routing schemes
in a 4×4 ONoC. In Fig. 2 (a), (b) and (c), the multicast
routing schemes that were designed for single multicast are
used. In Fig. 2 (a), the unicast-based routing method is used,
in which source nodes 10 and 7 produce 4 copies of pack-
ets respectively. Each copy is transmitted to the destination
by 3 wavelengths. Fig. 2 (b) shows the tree-based routing
method, where packets are transmitted from the source nodes
to the destination nodes along two spanning trees with 2
wavelengths. In Fig. 2 (c), the path-based routing method is
used that needs 2 wavelengths. These existing routing schemes
used in Fig. 2 (a), (b) and (c) only consider single multicast,
without considering the optimization of the multiple multicasts
problem in terms of utilization of network resources, such as
wavelengths, links, and etc. It may be feasible if the network
resources are sufficient with a small number of multicasts.
However, when the network resources become insufficient and
the number of multicasts increases, these methods are not ef-
ficient enough with the possibility of using more wavelengths
and consuming more energy. In order to solve this problem, we
should consider the multiple multicasts as a whole and design
a routing scheme from the global perspective. This problem
has not been well studied as far as we know. Therefore, in
this paper, the main focus is to design an effective routing
and wavelength assignment scheme to accommodate multiple
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multicasts using minimum number of wavelengths. In Fig. 2
(d), only one wavelength is needed in this example by using
our proposed routing algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Routing examples for multiple multicasts in a 4×4 ONoC.
An illustration of our proposed routing and wavelength

assignment algorithm for multiple multicasts is shown in Fig.
3. The main idea is to partition all multicast nodes into a
minimum number of groups, with each group only holding
non-overlapping routing paths. Thus, all routing paths in one
group can share the same wavelength. For the given three
multicasts in Fig. 3, two groups are derived (Fig. 3 (b), (c)),
each of which has distinct routing method (e.g., XY routing
for group 1; YX routing for group 2) derived on the basis of
an optimal routing and wavelengths assignment algorithm for
special distribution of multicast nodes (detailed in Section IV).
Two wavelengths are needed in this example by assigning only
one distinct wavelength to each group.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the proposed multiple multicasts routing scheme.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION FOR MULTIPLE MULTICASTS
IN ONOC

For multiple multicasts in ONoC, the objective is not only
to deal with each individual multicast but also to consider the
whole set of multicasts as a combined problem. The problem
of Routing and Wavelength Assignment for Multiple Mul-
ticasts in ONoC (RWA-MM-ONoC) is defined as: given an
ONoC and a set of multicasts, the RWA-MM-ONoC problem

is to find the best routes and assign proper wavelength(s)
for each multicast so that the total number of wavelengths
is minimized. In this section, we formulate it as a Non-linear
Integer Programming (NIP) model.

Some general terms used in this paper are introduced firstly.
A Path in ONoC is a set of links, which is established for
delivering a packet from a source node to a destination node. A
Multicast Path Set is the set of paths for one multicast. Rout-
ing is a process of selecting paths for packets transmission,
which determines the directions of the transmitted packets.
Wavelength assignment is to assign a proper wavelength to
every established path. Two paths can share the same link,
provided that two different wavelengths are used.

We model the topology of an ONoC as a directed graph
G=(V,E), where vertices in V = {v1, v2, ..., vN} represent
the nodes and edges in E denote the links. N is the total
number of nodes in G. Each link eij in E is the unidirectional
optical interconnect from node vi to an adjacent node vj . We
denote the set of multicasts as M = {mi|1 ≤ i ≤ C}, where
C is the total number of multicasts and mi is the ith multicast.
The nodes involved in multicast mi include its source si and
its destination set Di = {di,j |1 ≤ j ≤ |Di|}, where di,j is the
jth destination and |Di| is the total number of destinations for
mi. So, the total number of destinations to be reached for M is
K =

∑C
i=1 |Di|. We denote the path set as P = {pk|1 ≤ k ≤

K}, where pk is the kth path that reaches the kth destination.
The set of wavelengths is denoted by Λ={λ1, λ2, . . . , λW } and
W is the total number of available wavelengths.

We use a 0-1 integer programming formalism to formulate
RWA-MM-ONoC. We first introduce the variables.

Link usage variable: Let xi,j,k denote the link usage by a
routing path from a source to a destination, defined as

xi,j,k =

{
1, if path pk passes through link eij ,
0, otherwise, (1)

where i ∈ [1, N ], j ∈ [1, N ], and k ∈ [1,K].
Wavelength assignment variable: Let yi,j,k,w denote the

wavelength assignment for multicast paths, defined as

yi,j,k,w =

{
1, if path pk is assigned by λw on link eij ,
0, otherwise,

(2)
where i ∈ [1, N ], j ∈ [1, N ], k ∈ [1,K] and w ∈ [1,W ].

Multicast distinction variable: Let zk,h denote which
multicast each path belongs to, defined as

zk,h =

{
1, if path pk belongs to mh,
0, otherwise, (3)

where k ∈ [1,K], h ∈ [1, C].
Flow-conservation constraint: According to the flow-

conservation constraint [35], the total number of paths entering
a vertex must be equal to that leaving that vertex, except that
each source si has |Di| outgoing paths and each destination
di,j has 1 incoming path. The constraint can be formulated as

N∑
t=1

K∑
k=1

xt,q,k−
N∑

g=1

K∑
k=1

xq,g,k=

−|Di|, if (vq=si),
1, if (vq=di,j),
0, otherwise,

∀mi ∈M,∀vq ∈ V, j ∈ [1, |Di|]. (4)
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Wavelength continuity constraint: All links along a path
from the source to the destination should be assigned the same
wavelength, so this constraint can be satisfied by

yi,j,k,w = yo,s,k,w, ∀eij ∈ pk, ∀eos ∈ pk, w ∈ [1,W ]. (5)

Distinct wavelength constraint: If multiple paths in the
same multicast have shared links, these segments can be
combined into one path since a light splitter can be used to
split an input signal into multiple outputs. As illustrated in
Fig. 4, the shared segments from a to b in the three paths
from the same multicast are combined into one path, and

Fig. 4. Illustration of the light splitter in the network.
then be split into multiple outputs through the splitter b. Let
P̄ = {pk|1 ≤ k ≤ K ′} be the set of paths after combination.
For any two paths in P̄ , they must belong to different multi-
casts if they have shared links. This constraint enforces that, if
multiple paths belonging to different multicasts pass through
the same link simultaneously, different wavelengths must be
assigned to the paths to avoid conflicts, as formulated by

C∑
h=1

K′∑
k=1

xi,j,kzk,hyi,j,k,w ≤ 1. (6)

Splitter constraint: This constraint can be added if light
splitters are available. It enforces that the signal after split
should be transmitted with the same wavelength used by the
original signal before split. This constraint can be represented
as

xi,j,kzk,hyi,j,k,w = xi,j,rzr,hyi,j,r,w,
∀pk, pr∈P, pk ̸= pr,∀w∈ [1,W ]. (7)

The objective function of RWA-MM-ONoC is to achieve the
minimum number of wavelengths, which can be formulated as:

Minimize
W∑

w=1

(

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1

∑K
k=1 yi,j,k,w∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1

∑K
k=1 yi,j,k,w + α

) (8)

such that (1)-(7) are satisfied.
In the objective function, if the wavelength λw is used,∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1

∑K
k=1 yi,j,k,w∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1

∑K
k=1 yi,j,k,w+α

is 1, otherwise1 it is 0. Since the
problem is formulated as a 0-1 integer NIP programming
model that is NP-hard in general, it is not possible to solve
all instances of RWA-MM-ONoC in polynomial time. In this
paper, we first identify special instances on mesh ONoC that
can achieve optimal results with only one wavelength for a set
of multicasts. Then, we extend the results obtained from these
special instances to solve the general instances.

As far as we know, there is no formal formulation presented
in the previous researches for Routing and Wavelength Assign-
ment for Multiple Multicasts in ONoC (RWA-MM-ONoC).
Moreover, such a formulation will enable us to obtain the

1α is a minimal number to avoid the divide-by-zero error.

optimal solution for small problem sizes that can be used
as benchmarks to compare our heuristic solution. It is also
worth noting that this is a very general formulation without
any constraint on network topology. Even though we use mesh
topology in this paper because of its good scalability, the
formulation can be used to investigate the same RWA-MM-
ONoC problem on other typologies such as torus.

IV. OPTIMAL RWA OF MULTIPLE MULTICASTS FOR
SPECIAL INSTANCES

In this section, we identify special instances for RWA-MM-
ONoC on mesh ONoC, and propose a routing algorithm which
can achieve the optimal solutions for those special instances.

A. Multiple Multicasts Distribution for Special Instances

Since routing selections depend on the distributions of
source and destination nodes on a mesh network, we need to
investigate the relative distributions among the source nodes
and destination nodes of the multicasts. We identify some
special node distributions as follows:
• Same-row: all nodes have the same Y-axis coordinate;
• Same-column: all nodes have the same X-axis coordinate;
• Different-rows: all nodes have different Y-axis coordinates;
• Different-columns: all nodes have different X-axis coordi-
nates.

For a set of multiple multicasts, there are two groups of
nodes: source node group and destination node group. Since
each group of source and destination nodes may satisfy one
of those 4 special distributions, there are 4×4=16 special
distributions for a set of multiple multicasts, as shown in
Table I. For example, distribution 1⃝ in Table I indicates that
all sources in a set of multiple multicasts are in the same
row and all destinations are also sharing one row. Different
rows (columns) for the sources in Table I means that the
source nodes are distributed on different rows (columns), while
Different rows (columns) for the destinations represents
that each row (column) can only be occupied by destinations
belonging to the same multicast, i.e., the destinations of any
two multicasts do not share any rows (columns).

TABLE I
16 SPECIAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF NODES FOR MULTIPLE MULTICASTS

Destinations
Sources Same

row
Same

column
Different

rows
Different
columns

Same row 1⃝ 5⃝ 9⃝ 13⃝
Same column 2⃝ 6⃝ 10⃝ 14⃝
Different rows 3⃝ 7⃝ 11⃝ 15⃝

Different columns 4⃝ 8⃝ 12⃝ 16⃝

Among the 16 special distributions, some of them have the
same features that can be merged. For example, distribution
1⃝ is the special case of distribution 16⃝, because nodes must

be in different columns if those nodes are in the same row.
So, 1⃝, 4⃝, 13⃝, 16⃝ can be merged to one distribution, called
Instance 1. Similarly, 5⃝, 8⃝, 9⃝, 12⃝ can be merged to one
distribution, as Instance 2. 2⃝, 3⃝, 14⃝, 15⃝ can be merged to
one distribution as Instance 3, and 6⃝, 7⃝, 10⃝, 11⃝ as Instance
4. Hence, we reduce the 16 distributions to 4 special instances
and propose the routing schemes for each instance as follows.
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B. Routing Schemes for Special Instances

According to the distribution of source and destination
nodes of multiple multicasts, we propose a routing algorithm
which can select a proper routing scheme from the basic
routing schemes (i.g., XY, YX, XYX, YXY) [36] for each
special instance using only one wavelength. We derive the
following theorems for these special instances.

Theorem 1. (for Instance 1) Given a set of multicasts M =
{m1, ...,mi, ...,mC}, if the source and destinations of mi do
not share any columns with the source and destinations of
mj for any i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ C, 1 ≤ j ≤ C, i ̸= j), only one
wavelength is required by using YXY routing to achieve M
simultaneously.

Proof. Since any multicast in the set does not share any
columns with any other multicasts, each column hosts at most
one multicast and the links of the column can be used by the
multicast exclusively. It can also be deduced that there are
at most n such multicasts for an n × n ONoC. Therefore,
we can assign one row to each multicast as its dedicated row
to avoid the overlaps among multicasts. For any multicast in
the set, the YXY routing can be used via its dedicated row
to find its multicast path that is non-overlapping with other
multicasts, as follows. First, route from the source along the
Y-axis to find the dedicated row, then route along the X-axis
of the dedicated row, and find the column of each destination
of the multicast, and finally route in the Y-axis to reach the
destinations. Since the columns and the rows host the multicast
exclusively, the resulting multicast path will not overlap with
the paths of any other multicasts in the set. Therefore, only
one wavelength is needed for routing a set of multicasts that
satisfies the condition of this theorem.

Theorem 2. (for Instance 2) Given a set of multicasts M =
{m1, ...,mi, ...,mC}, if the source of mi does not share any
rows with the source of mj for any i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ C, 1 ≤
j ≤ C, i ̸= j) and the destinations of mi do not share any
columns with the destinations of mj for any i, j, only one
wavelength is required by using XY routing to achieve M
simultaneously.

Theorem 3. (for Instance 3) Given a set of multicasts M =
{m1, ...,mi, ...,mC}, if the source of mi does not share any
columns with the source of mj for any i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ C, 1 ≤
j ≤ C, i ̸= j) and the destinations of mi do not share
any rows with the destinations of mj for any i, j, only one
wavelength is required by using YX routing to achieve M
simultaneously.

Theorem 4. (for Instance 4) Given a set of multicasts M =
{m1, ...,mi, ...,mC}, if the source and destinations of mi do
not share any rows with the source and the destinations of
mj for any i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ C, 1 ≤ j ≤ C, i ̸= j), only one
wavelength is required by using XYX routing to achieve M
simultaneously.

The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to the proof of Theorem
1, so we omit it here. The proof for Theorem 3 and 4 are also
similar by rotating the instance with 90 degree on the network.

The above theorems provide routing solutions for special
instances of RWA-MM-ONoC problem, which have the fol-
lowing advantages: (i) Only one wavelength is needed.
If the distribution of multicast nodes satisfies one of the 4
special instances, optimal results can be achieved by using
the corresponding routing theorems to transmit packets with
only one wavelength. (ii) At most two turn-around counts
is needed. Low number of turn-around counts can not only
reduce the power consumption but also avoid the high micro-
ring resonator insertion loss in ONoC. XY and YX routing
have only one turn-around count, while XYX and YXY
routing have two. (iii) Routing complexity is low. XY, YX,
XYX, and YXY are minimal-path routing algorithms which
are easy to implement without using any routing tables.

By taking advantages of the results obtained from the
special instances, we further extend the design to general
instances, where the distribution of multicasts is random in
the following section.

V. HEURISTIC RWA OF MULTIPLE MULTICASTS FOR
GENERAL INSTANCES

In this section, we propose a heuristic routing algorithm to
solve general instances of RWA-MM-ONoC. The main idea
of this algorithm is to partition all multicast nodes into a
number of sub-groups, with each sub-group satisfying one of
the special instances using the corresponding routing theorems.
We call this algorithm Group-Partitioning Routing algorithm
for Multiple Multicasts (GPRMM).

In GPRMM, we select proper sources and destinations to
form a group, with two selection policies: source selection
policy and destination selection policy. Source (or destination)
selection policy is to scan and select the sources (or destina-
tions) row by row (row-based) or column by column (column-
based) according to some selection factors, which are defined
as follows:

Definition 1. Multicast Density (MD) is the maximum
number of multicasts in a row (column), denoted as σr (σc).

Definition 2. Source Density (SD) is the maximum number
of multicasts whose sources are in a row (column), denoted
as σr

s (σc
s).

Definition 3. Destination Density (DD) is the maximum
number of multicasts whose destinations are in a row (col-
umn), denoted as σr

d (σc
d).

In other words, MD is the number of multicasts in the most
dense row or column, since this row or column accommodates
the largest number of multicasts compared with other rows or
columns. Similarly, SD is the number of multicasts whose
sources are in the most dense row or column, and DD is the
number of multicasts whose destinations are in the most dense
row or column. SD and DD are used as the criteria to choose
the proper selection policy, as showed in Table II. For example,
when σr

s = σc
s and σr

d ≥ σc
d, we use row-based and column-

based policies to select sources and destinations respectively
to form a group.

The design of the selection policy is explained as follows.
The column-based selection policy is to scan and select the
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TABLE II
SOURCES AND DESTINATIONS SELECTION POLICY BASED ON SD AND DD

σr
d ≥ σc

d σr
d < σc

d

σr
s = σc

s
Source row-based
Destination column-based

Source column-based
Destination row-based

σr
s > σc

s Source column-base/ Destination row-based
σr
s < σc

s Source row-based/ Destination column-based

nodes column by column to form a group, with at least σr
d

destinations and σr
s sources selected for each group. This is

because at least one source can be selected from each of
the columns whose X-axis coordinate is the same with the
source calculated in σr

s , and at least one destination can be
selected from each of the corresponding columns calculated
in σr

d. Similarly, the row-based selection policy is to scan and
select the nodes row by row to form a group, with at least
σr
d destinations and σr

s sources selected for each group. When
σr
d > σc

d, column-based selection can select more destinations
than row-based selection. Likewise, when σr

d < σc
d, row-

based selection can select more destinations than column-
based selection. Since the objective of GPRMM is to obtain
minimum number of groups, the proper selection policy can
make the first selected group to contain as many multicast
nodes as possible. It is worth noting that we only need to
use this selection policy when σr > 1 and σc > 1, because
the distributions of multicast nodes satisfy the conditions of
Theorem 2 and Theorem 1 respectively when σr = 1 and
σc = 1 using only one wavelength by the corresponding
routing theorems.

The steps of GPRMM to form the groups are:

Step 1 Sort all multicasts. Sort the multiple multicasts in an
ascending order according to their number of multicast
nodes.

Step 2 Assign priorities. Assign to the multicasts unique
priorities from high to low according to the above
sorted order. The nodes in a multicast inherit the
priority of the multicast.

Step 3 Select sources for group i. Select sources with the
highest priority in each row (or column if the source
selection policy is column-based according to the
above policy) and mark them as selected. Mark the
sources that have not been chosen and the correspond-
ing destinations as unselected.

Step 4 Select destinations for group i. Select destinations in
each row (or column if the destination selection policy
is column-based as the above policy) and mark them
as selected.

Step 5 Check sources. For any selected source, if it still
has some destinations unselected, mark the source as
unselected.

Step 6 Repeat. Repeat steps 3 to 5 until all multicast nodes
are selected.

The pseudocode for GPRMM is given in Algorithm 1 which
has the computation complexity of O(MN2) on a mesh-
based ONoC with N nodes and M multicasts. It can be
seen that GPRMM is a polynomial time algorithm with low
time complexity, which is related to the network size and the

number of multicasts. The following results are derived for the
wavelength requirement of GPRMM.

Lemma 1. The number of wavelengths by GPRMM is no more
than the number of groups.

Proof. Since each group formed by GPRMM satisfies one
of the distributions for special instances, we can use the
corresponding routing policies in Theorem 1-4 by only one
wavelength for each group. If the routing paths of each group
have conflicts with any other groups, each group is assigned
one distinct wavelength. Hence, the number of wavelengths is
equal to the number of groups. Otherwise, some groups can
share the same wavelength. So the number of wavelengths is
no more than the number of groups.

Lemma 2. In an n × n mesh ONoC, the number of groups
by GPRMM is at most max{σr

d, σ
c
d}.

Proof. As the number of destinations is more than the num-
ber of sources for a group of multicasts, the key issue of
partitioning all multicast nodes to different groups is how to
partition all destinations into different groups. If we always use
column-based selection policy to select destinations, at most
σc
d groups are derived. Because only destinations belonging to

one multicast can be selected for each group considering the
column with σc

d multicasts, σc
d multicasts should be partitioned

into at most σc
d groups using column-based selection policy.

Similarly, at most σr
d groups are derived if we always use

row-based selection policy to select destinations. If we use
column-based and row-based selection policies alternately,
multiple multicasts in the row (column) with σr

d (σc
d) may

be selected simultaneously. This makes σr
d (σc

d) multicasts
in a row or column be partitioned into Q (Q < σr

d or
Q < σc

d ) groups, which is less than max{σr
d, σ

c
d}. Therefore,

the number of groups derived by GPRMM is no more than
max{σr

d, σ
c
d}.

By Lemma 2, we can see that the wavelength requirement
of GPRMM is dependent on DD, i.e., the number of multicasts
whose destinations are in the most dense row or column.

Theorem 5. In an n×n mesh ONoC, the upper bound on
the number of wavelengths is max{σr

d, σ
c
d} for any multiple

multicasts by GPRMM. The number of wavelengths is also
upper bounded by the network size n for an n × n mesh
network considering no nodes overlapping.

Proof. Let λ′ be the number of wavelengths derived by
GPRMM and T ′ be the number of groups. By Lemma 1 and
Lemma 2, we have λ′ ≤ T ′ and T ′ ≤ max{σr

d, σ
c
d}. So

λ′ ≤ max{σr
d, σ

c
d}. If there is no multicast nodes overlapping,

i.e., any node involved in a multicast is either a source or a
destination of the multicast, we have max{σr

d, σ
c
d} ≤ n in an

n×n mesh. Hence, λ′ ≤ n. Therefore, the maximum number
of wavelengths derived by GPRMM for an n×n mesh network
is n in this situation.

For tree-based and path-based routing schemes, we can
always find some instances that need more than n wavelengths
when the number of multicasts increases in an n × n mesh
network.
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Algorithm 1: Group-Partitioning Routing Algorithm
for Multiple Multicasts (GPRMM)

Input : Source Set S, Destination Set D
Output: Group
C ← ∅;F ← ∅;Group = 0;D ′ = D;
Sort the multiple multicasts in an ascending order
according to their number of nodes;

Assign to the multicasts unique priorities from high to
low according to the above sorted order;

do
if (σr

s = σc
s and σr

d = σc
d) or (σr

s = σc
s and

σr
d > σc

d) or (σr
s < σc

s) then
Source row selection();
Destination column selection();

end
else if (σr

s = σc
s and σr

d < σc
d) or (σr

s > σc
s) then

Source column selection();
Destination row selection();

end
Check destinations();

while C ̸= D;
Function Destination row selection()

for each destination in D ′ in every row do
if destinations have the highest priority then

Put them to F ;
C ← C ∪ F ; D ′ = D ′ − F ; F ← ∅;
Group++;

end
return D ′;

end
Function Destination column selection()

for each destination in D ′ in every column do
if destinations has the highest priority then

Put them to F ;
C ← C ∪ F ; D ′ = D ′ − F ; F ← ∅;
Group++;

end
return D ′;

end
Function Source row selection()

for each source in every row do
if a source has the highest priority then

Put it to S ′;
Mark the sources that are not in S ′ and the

corresponding destinations as unselected;
end

end
Function Source column selection()

for each source in every column do
if a node has the highest priority then

Put it to S ′;
Mark the sources that are not in S ′ and the

corresponding destinations as unselected;
end

end
Function Check destinations()

while the source in the group still has some
destinations unselected do

Keep the source in the mesh network;
end

Theorem 6. GPRMM is deadlock free.

Proof. Deadlock can occur if packets are allowed to hold some
resources (e.g., buffer, channel) while requesting others. In
an all-optical ONoC, there is no optical buffer because of
the intrinsic properties of optical device, so we only need to
consider whether channel usage will cause deadlock. XY, YX,
XYX, YXY routings are dimension-ordering routings used
in our proposed scheme, which are deadlock free [37][38].
Within each group derived by GPRMM, only one of these
four routing schemes is used, so the routing for each group is
deadlock free. Among multiple groups, different groups use
different wavelengths. There is no situation that one group
needs to wait for a channel that is being held by others,
because multiple groups can use the same link simultaneously
by different wavelengths. Therefore, the proposed routing
algorithm is deadlock free.

VI. LOWER BOUND ON THE NUMBER OF WAVELENGTHS

In this section, we derive the lower bound on the number
of wavelengths required for a set of multicasts based on the
concept of network cut [39]. In graph theory, a cut is a partition
of the vertices of a graph into two disjoint subsets (V1, V2).
Any cut determines a cut-set, the set of edges that have one
endpoint in each subset of the partition. In ONoC, packets
are transmitted from the source to the destination through one
lightpath. If the source and the destination are in different
subsets, a lightpath must pass through the cut-set edges. For
a multicast with d destinations, one subset must contain the
source node and i destination nodes (1 ≤ i ≤ d) while the
other subset contains d− i destination nodes. As long as there
is a destination in the different subset with the source, at least
a lightpath is passing through cut-set edges. In order to obtain
the lower bound of wavelengths for multiple multicasts, we
need to consider the total number of transmissions passing
through the cut-set edges and the number of cut-set edges.
Assume the sum of lightpaths that sources and destinations
communicate through cut-set is H. Since communications
between V1 and V2 must pass through the edges in cut-set
K, the number of distinct wavelengths required is at least

W (K,G) =
⌈ ∣∣H∣∣∣∣K∣∣⌉, (9)

where |H| is the number of lightpaths in the multiple multi-
casts passing through K and |K| is the number of edges in
cut-set.

Since different cuts K on the network may result in different
values of W (K,G), the greatest W (K,G) can be identified
as a lower bound on the number of wavelengths, denoted by
WLB(K,G), which can be calculated by:

WLB(K,G)) = max
∀K

W (K,G) = max
∀K

⌈ ∣∣H∣∣∣∣K∣∣⌉. (10)

The lower bound obtained in (10) provides a general result
which can be applied to any ONoC topologies. For mesh
network, a cut can be classified into row-cut and column-cut.
A row-cut is a cut that vertices of a network are partitioned
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by the horizontal cut. Similarly, a column-cut is a cut that
vertices of a network are partitioned by the vertical cut. A
lower bound of required wavelengths for multiple multicasts
on mesh ONoC, denoted as WLB(K,M), can be derived by
the following Theorem.

Theorem 7. In an n×n mesh ONoC, the lower bound on the
number of wavelengths for multiple multicasts is:

WLB(K,M) = max{W r
min,W

c
min}, (11)

W r
min = max

∀row−cut

⌈∑C
i=1 δi,s/d

n

⌉
, (12)

W c
min = max

∀column−cut

⌈∑C
i=1 δi,s/d

n

⌉
, (13)

δi,s/d =

{
1, if si∈V1,∃di,j ∈V2 or si∈V2,∃di,j ∈V1,

0, otherwise.
(14)

W r
min is the minimum number of wavelengths based on row-

cut and W c
min is the minimum number of wavelengths based

on column-cut. δi,s/d is an index to represent whether there
is a lightpath between two subsets for multicast mi. For a
given multicast, if at least one destination is located in the
different subsets with the corresponding source, a lightpath is
needed with δi,s/d = 1. Otherwise, δi,s/d = 0 if the source
and destinations are all in the same subset. The number of
cut-set edges for an n× n mesh network is n.

In order to prove the result, we only need to prove that the
minimum number of wavelengths for any cut is:

W ≥
⌈∑C

i=1 δi,s/d

n

⌉
. (15)

Proof. We use mathematical induction to prove it.
Basis: When C=1, one multicast only needs one wave-

length, so the left-hand side (W ) is simply equal to 1. In
the right-hand side of the inequality,

⌈∑C
i=1 δi,s/d

n

⌉
=

⌈ δ1,s/d
n

⌉
.

There are 2 situations to be considered: (1) In this cut, there
is at least one destination locating in the different subsets with
the corresponding source. So, δ1,s/d = 1 resulting in the right-
hand side equal to 1. (2) In this cut, all destinations are in the
same subset with the corresponding source with δ1,s/d = 0,
so the right-hand side is equal to 0. As the left-hand side is
larger than or equal to the right-hand side in both situations,
the statement is true for C = 1.

Inductive step: Assume that the statement is true when
C = m. So, Wm ≥

⌈∑m
i=1 δi,s/d

n

⌉
. When C = m + 1, in the

left-hand side of the inequality, Wm+1 ≥ Wm, which means
Wm+1 = Wm or Wm+1 = Wm + 1. In the right-hand side,⌈∑m+1

i=1 δi,s/d

n

⌉
=

⌈∑m
i=1 δi,s/d + δm+1,s/d

n

⌉
. (16)

For the (m + 1)th multicast, if all destinations are in the
same subset with the corresponding source, δm+1,s/d = 0. So⌈∑m+1

i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
=

⌈∑m
i=1 δi,s/d

n

⌉
. According to the assumption,

Wm+1 ≥
⌈∑m+1

i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
, so the statement is true. On the other

hand, if at least one destination is in the different subset with

the corresponding source, δm+1,s/d = 1. In this situation, the
right-hand side is:⌈∑m+1

i=1 δi,s/d

n

⌉
=

⌈∑m
i=1 δi,s/d + δm+1,s/d

n

⌉
=

⌈∑m
i=1 δi,s/d + 1

n

⌉
≥

∑m
i=1 δi,s/d

n
+

1

n
.

(17)

The left-hand side is:

Wm+1 = Wm + 1 ≥
⌈∑m

i=1 δi,s/d

n

⌉
+ 1

≥
∑m

i=1 δi,s/d

n
+ 1.

(18)

By (17) and (18),

Wm+1 −
⌈∑m+1

i=1 δi,s/d

n

⌉
≥ 1− 1

n
≥ 0. (19)

So, Wm+1 ≥
⌈∑m+1

i=1 δi,s/d
n

⌉
, and the statement is true.

Since both the basis and the inductive step have been
performed, by mathematical induction, the statement for any
multicast is true.

This lower bound may not always be achieved, since the
routing of paths within the network is not determined. It is a
very useful measure to verify the efficiency of the routing and
wavelength assignment scheme.

VII. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

To implement GPRMM in an ONoC system, we use a
hierarchical architecture that was designed in [31]. The hier-
archical architecture contains three planes: core plane, control
plane and data transmission plane (as shown in Fig. 5 (a)).
The functions of the corresponding planes work as follows.

(1) Core plane. In the core plane (Fig. 5 (b)), each core
connects with the network through a network interface (NI),
by which each core also connects the optical control plane
with an optical access point and connects the data transmission
plane with an optical router. The network interface works as
the coordination with the other two planes, such as sending the
multicast routing requests to the optical control plane and con-
figuring the connected optical router in the data transmission
plane to construct the routing paths.

(2) Control plane. The control plane (Fig. 5 (c)) is a
key module in the ONoC architecture, which consists of a
Centralized Control Unit (CCU) and a cyclic optical arbi-
tration channel. CCU gathers the multiple multicast requests
coming from the core plane, carries out multicast routing
and wavelength allocation on a global view of wavelength
utilization, and dynamically configures the multicast paths
in the data transmission plane. CCU consists of a global
wavelength table and a multicast Routing and Wavelength
Assignment (RWA) optimizer. The global wavelength table
maintains the wavelength utilization of each optical link, while
the multicast RWA optimizer optimizes the multicast routing
path by optimizing the wavelength usage. When multicast
paths belonging to the same group are allocated, CCU updates
the global wavelength table and sends out the configuration
packets to all the cores located in the multicast path.
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Fig. 5. A three-plane ONoC architecture for implementing GPRMM.

The optical arbitration channel only transmits the control
packets between the network interfaces and CCU, e.g., multi-
cast routing requests and multicast configuration. Thus, each
network interface in the core plane has an optical access point
in the optical control channel. Generally, the multicast packet
size depends on the application. For a cacheline invalidation
message, the multicast packets generally have small size (e.g.,
4 bytes). For other applications like real data traces blacksc-
holes run on PARSEC benchmark, the packet size is about 9
bytes. For the multicast construction, the arbitration channel
only needs to implement an N-to-1 and an 1-to-N optical buses
(i.e., N is the total number of nodes in the network). In the
N-to-1 optical bus, all the network interfaces of N cores use
different wavelengths to send multicast requests to CCU in
parallel, while in the 1-to-N optical bus, CCU uses different
wavelengths to simultaneously send configuration packets to
the network interfaces of cores located on the allocated mul-
ticast path. Therefore, the maximum number of cores that can
send their multicast requests depends on the maximum number
of wavelengths. If the number of wavelengths transmitting the
multicast requests is not enough, we can use multiple time
slots to transmit the multicast requests.

(3) Data transmission plane. The data transmission plane
(Fig. 5 (d)) is a configurable wavelength-routed optical com-
munication network that transmits multicast packets passively
from the source core to the destination cores in accordance
with the configured routing paths and the allocated wave-
lengths. It consists of multicast-enabled optical routers and
bidirectional optical links. As shown in Fig. 6 (a), each optical
router has five pairs of input/output ports to connect with
four neighboring routers in different directions (North, East,
South, West) and a local core. The optical router utilizes
the active Micro-ring Resonators (MR) to implement light
splitting and configurable optical switching for dynamically
established routing paths. Each MR in the router has a unique
resonant wavelength as a wavelength-selective filter, and it can
be tuned by using thermal-optical or electrical-optical effects
[24], which works as follows shown in Fig. 6 (b): if the
resonant wavelength of MR (λi) is tuned to mismatch with
the optical input signal (λr) at off-state (i.e., λi ̸= λr), the
optical signal will transmit along the original waveguide; if the
resonant wavelength is tuned to fully match the input signal at
on-state, (i.e., λi = λr), the optical signal will be coupled into
the MR and transmit along the other waveguide. Moreover, in
order to achieve multicast routing, the resonant wavelength
of MR can be tuned to partially match the input signal at

multicast-state (i.e., λi∩λr), thus only a part of optical signal
is coupled to MR and it can be output to both waveguides. In
order to provide wavelength-routed multicast communication,
the MRs in the optical router can be configured according to
the routing matrix as shown in Fig. 6 (a). For example, to
implement the light splitting, if the optical signal inputs from
the south port and outputs to the connected core and the east
port, MR 3 is tuned to multicast state and MR 16 is tuned
to on-state. Some communications, e.g., from the north input
to the west output, do not need to tune any MR, so they are
labelled to 0 in the routing matrix.

Fig. 6. The principle of multicast-enabled optical router, (a) the router
architecture for a single wavelength; (b) different switch status by tuning
the resonant wavelength of MR.

Based on the ONoC architecture, the communication pro-
cess is executed by the following 3 steps:

Step 1 (Multicast request delivery): In the core plane, the
cores having multicast requests send the communication re-
quests to the control plane via the corresponding optical access
point in a fixed time slot (e.g., 1 cycle). The communication
requests include the addresses of source cores and destination
cores. Then, the corresponding access point of the source core
sends the multicast packets to CCU through the optical channel
in the control plane.

Step 2 (Routing and wavelength computation): After re-
ceiving the multicast requests, CCU periodically calculates
the routing paths and allocates optical wavelengths using
GPRMM, according to the distribution of destination cores
and the global wavelength usage of each link. CCU updates
the global wavelength table after the routing paths are allo-
cated, and transmits the configuration packets to all the cores
allocated on the multicast paths.

Step 3 (Network configuration): When the cores involved
in a multicast routing path receive the configuration packets,
the corresponding interface changes the interconnection state
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of the connected optical router to establish the routing. The
MRs in the corresponding routers can be configured with the
assigned wavelength and appropriate split ratio based on the
number of destinations in the path, where the split ratio per
ring should be dynamically configured per multicast request.
Hence, each MR has at most one configuration for wavelength
and split ratio once a path is set up. After a multicast path is
torn down, all splitters along that path should be reset.

VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, GPRMM is evaluated through extensive sim-
ulations using synthetic multicast traffic and real data traces.
As the number of wavelengths is one of the most important
factors affecting energy consumption and complexity of the
chip, firstly, we focus on the comparison of the wavelength
requirement in the simulation results. We compare our results
with baseline multicast routing schemes, including tree-based
routing (TB) and path-based routing (PB) methods. Then, we
evaluate the overheads of GPRMM.

A. Simulation Setup

In order to evaluate the performance of GPRMM, a simula-
tor is developed by using C++, which implements the proposed
routing and wavelength assignment scheme. Specifically, the
simulator consists of three parts: kernel network architecture,
routing and wavelength allocator, and performance analyzer.
The kernel network architecture is an n×n mesh-based ONoC
constructed by the components of cores, optical routers and
optical links. The routing and wavelength allocator implements
the proposed routing and wavelength assignment scheme. The
performance analyzer calculates the performance parameters,
such as the number of wavelengths, according to the optical
routing paths and wavelength assignment from the routing and
wavelength allocator. The simulation parameters for ONoC are
configured in the proposed simulator.

B. Synthetic-based Simulations

In the synthetic-based simulations, the multicast traffic is
subjected to the following settings: (1) Each node produces
the multicast packets independently with a data rate of ϕ
packets/cycle/node. ϕ follows a Poisson distribution ( ϕ ∈
[0, 1]); (2) The source node and the destination nodes of
each multicast are uniformly distributed. It is worth noting
the multicast traffic for each node is generated according to
the above distribution in advance and stored in the separate
traffic files. The same multicast traffic files are used to evaluate
the performance of different multicast routing schemes; (3)
GPRMM is compared with other routing methods for different
network sizes and different multicast proportions. The multi-
cast proportion is defined as the percentage of multicast nodes
participating in multicast communication to all nodes in the
network. For example, in a 16 × 16 ONoC, 76 nodes will
participate in the multicast communication when the multicast
proportion is 30%. Because each multicast should have at least
3 nodes (i.e., one source and two destinations), there are at
most 25 multicasts without nodes overlapping. In this paper,

multiple multicasts means there are more than one multicast in
the network. Hence, 2 to 25 multicasts (involving the addresses
of source and destination nodes) can be selected randomly
from the derived multicast traffic files. The size of mesh
network is set to 8×8, 16×16 and 32×32. The lower bound
(LB) is also presented in this simulation. Fig. 7 presents the
average number of wavelengths required for different multicast
proportions (30%, 50%, 90%) under different network sizes.

1) Multicast proportion is 30% (Fig. 7 (a)): In this case,
there are at most 19, 76 and 307 multicast nodes without
overlapping in an 8 × 8 ONoC (64 nodes), 16 × 16 ONoC
(256 nodes) and 32 × 32 ONoC (1024 nodes) respectively.
Accordingly, there are at most 7, 25 and 102 multicasts
respectively. From Fig. 7 (a), we can see that GPRMM uses
the least number of wavelengths compared with traditional
routing schemes (i.e., TB and PB). The number of required
wavelengths can be reduced by 22% and 37.6% in average
compared to TB and PB respectively.

2) Multicast proportion is 50% (Fig. 7 (b)): There are at
most 32 multicast nodes and at most 10 multicasts without
overlapping in an 8 × 8 ONoC in this case. Similarly, there
are at most 42 and 170 multicasts in 16 × 16 and 32 × 32
ONoC. Compared with TB and PB, GPRMM still use the least
number of wavelengths under different network sizes. It can
be seen that the number of required wavelengths is reduced
by 17.7% and 26.2% in average compared with TB and PB
respectively.

3) Multicast proportion is 90% (Fig. 7 (c)): When the
multicast proportion is 90%, there are at most 58 multicast
nodes and at most 19 multicasts in an 8× 8 ONoC. Likewise,
there are at most 230 (921) nodes and 76 (306) multicasts in
a 16 × 16 (32 × 32) ONoC. GPRMM still requires the least
number of wavelengths compared with other routing schemes.
The number of required wavelengths is reduced by 9.8%
and 17.8% in average compared with other routing schemes
respectively.

In general, GPRMM shows obvious advantages over the TB
and PB. This is because the TB and PB only consider each
multicast individually, with routing paths fixed and unable
to avoid link conflicts. While GPRMM considers multiple
multicasts as a whole, the routing paths are established based
on the distribution of multicast nodes. This can make GPRMM
route packets via less congested links and alleviate the link
sharing probability. Meanwhile, GPRMM has better scalability
than traditional routing schemes (i.e., TB and PB). As can be
seen from Fig. 7, GPRMM can always use the least number of
wavelengths to transmit packets with the increasing of network
size. Moreover, the wavelength used by GPRMM is the closest
to the optimal value of wavelengths utilization (OPW), which
can be obtained by the NIP model in LINGO solver on only
small instance of 8× 8 ONoC.

The lower bound on the number of wavelengths is not tight
enough in Fig. 7. This is because the lower bound is derived
using the network cut theory, on which we assume a lightpath
passes through the cut-set as long as one destination is located
in the different subsets with the corresponding source. When
the number of destinations for each multicast is smaller, this
lower bound is closer to the tight bound, while the quality of
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the lower bound is reduced if the number of destinations for
each multicast is large. Therefore, the lower bound needs to be
improved by considering the relationship between the number
of cut-set edges and the number of destinations located in the
different subsets with the corresponding source.

C. Simulation with real data traces

In the trace-based simulations, the multicast communication
is filtered from the inter-core communication of a 64-core
system running PARSEC benchmark [40]. If a node transmits
multiple packets with the same type to different destinations
in the successive clock cycles, then it is considered as a
multicast communication. The addresses of the source node
and all the destination nodes are recorded in the multicast
trace files. Similarly, the same multicast trace files are used in
the simulations of different multicast routing schemes. Fig. 8
gives the simulation results with the real data traces.

It can be seen that GPRMM can reduce the number of
wavelengths significantly in all the applications. In average,
GPRMM can reduce the number of wavelengths by 31.5%
compared with TB and PB. This is because TB and PB only
consider one multicast. When there are multiple multicasts in
ONoC simultaneously, they are very likely to cause high link
conflicts, thus the advantage of GPRMM based on multiple
multicasts can be well exploited in these applications. There-
fore, GPRMM can achieve much better performance than the
other multicast schemes.

D. Overhead Analysis

1) Transmission, Configuration, and Processing Latency:
Network latency for multicast communication in ONoC is the
time interval that a packet is transmitted from the source node
until it is received by the destination node, which includes
transmission latency, configuration latency and processing
latency. In GPRMM, when a specific distribution of multiple
multicasts is given in a time period, the average network
latency (denoted by D), can be calculated as [41]:

D = Doe +Nhop/Vos +Deo +Dt +Dc, (20)

where Doe and Deo are the latency for O-E and E-O conver-
sions, respectively, Nhop is the average length of routing paths
counted by the hops of routers, and Vos is the transmission
speed of optical signal in a waveguide in ONoC. Dt is
the processing latency for routing and wavelength allocation
scheme by GPRMM. Dc is the network configuration latency,
which includes the time that the local configuring unit changes
the interconnection state of the connected optical router to
establish the routing paths and the multicast packets modulated
to optical signals and transmitted from the source core to
all the destination cores. The parameter settings for all the
schemes are summarized in Table III. In this simulation,
GPRMM is compared with two basic routing methods (i.e.,
PB, TB), as well as ENoC with XY routing scheme. We can
see that the average latency for different routing schemes are
similar from Fig. 9 (a). This is because the network latency
is mainly related to the average length of routing paths in
ONoC from Equation (20). Due to the high speed of optical

signal (e.g., Vos = 8 hops/cycle for 8× 8 mesh-based ONoC
in a 20 mm × 20 mm chip working at the system clock
2GHz [13]), the difference of latency among different routing
methods is very tiny. It can be also seen that the network
latency for ENoC is much higher than GPRMM and other
routing methods in ONoC. This is because ENoC should
transmit packets hop by hop from the source node to the
destination node in each communication process, while ONoC
can use the pre-configured non-blocking optical routing paths
between nodes.

TABLE III
LATENCY PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Channel bandwidth 10 Gbps/λ Clock frequency 2GHZ
Transmission speed 8 routers/cycle O-E/E-O delay 1 cycle

2) Power Consumption: The power consumption for mul-
ticast communication in an ONoC includes two parts: optical
power consumption Po and electrical power consumption Pe.
(i) The optical power consumption Po incurred by the laser
source and power attenuation of the optical devices along the
routing paths, which can be calculated by [41]:

Po =
1

γ
×Nλ × 10Pds × 10ILwil ×Nmn, (21)

where γ is the power efficiency of laser source, Pds is the
sensitivity of photodetector, Nmn is the number of nodes
participating in the multicast communication, and ILwil is the
worst-case insertion loss of all optical devices along the optical
routing paths, such as optical routers, waveguides and etc.
According to (21), Po is decided by the number of wavelengths
Nλ and the worst-case insertion loss ILwil, as γ and Pds are
constant parameters of optical devices. For a specific optical
routing path, the insertion loss IL can be calculated by [41]:

IL = ILl× (Nthop−1)+ ILr×Nthop+ ILeo+ ILoe, (22)

where Nthop is the total number of hops in the routing path;
ILl and ILr are the insertion losses of one optical link and one
optical router, respectively; ILeo and ILoe are the insertion
losses of E-O and O-E converters, respectively. Because ILl,
ILr, ILeo, and ILoe are constant parameters for specific op-
tical devices and router structure, the worst-case insertion loss
ILwil is decided by the maximum length of the routing paths
between the cores. Hence, the optical power consumption Po is
mainly determined by the number of wavelengths (Nλ) and the
maximum length of the optical routing paths (max(Nthop)).
(ii) The electrical power consumption Pe mainly includes the
static power for thermally tuning the MRs, and the dynamic
power for modulation and photodetection. Pe can be calculated
by [41]:

Pe=NMR×Nλ×PMT+(EEO+EOE)×Bo×Nλ×
∑

θi, (23)

where NMR is the total number of MRs used per wavelength;
PMT is the power for tuning one MR; EEO and EOE are the
energy costs for modulation (E-O conversion) and photode-
tection (O-E conversion) respectively; Bo is the bandwidth of
optical link per wavelength; θi is the actual traffic load of a
multicast node, θi ∈ [0, 1].
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Fig. 7. Average number of wavelengths of GPRMM, TB, PB in 8× 8, 16× 16, 32× 32 mesh ONoC under different multicast proportions.
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Fig. 8. Average number of wavelengths in different applications of trace-
based simulations.

To analyze the overall power consumption, we use the
typical power parameters for the optical devices as in [42][43],
which are listed in Table IV. Fig. 9 (b) shows the aver-
age power consumption for different routing schemes (i.e.,
GPRMM, PB, TB) in an ONoC and XY routing in an ENoC
(ENoC-XY) in the 8 × 8 mesh network. We can see that
GPRMM consumes the least overall power compared with
other routing schemes. Specifically, ENoC has much higher
power consumption since the packets are routed hop by hop
and buffered in the electrical routers, especially when the
distances between nodes increase. For PB and TB routings
in the ONoC, they consume higher electrical power to tune
the resonant wavelength of MRs, since they need more wave-
lengths than GPRMM. As shown in Fig. 9 (b), the total power
consumption of GPRMM is about 410mw, which is 24.7%
less than the other ONoC schemes.

TABLE IV
POWER CONSUMPTION PARAMETERS OF OPTICAL DEVICES

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Modulator 85fJ/bit MR drop 0.5dB/MR
Photodetector 50fJ/bit MR pass 0.005dB/MR
Receiver sensitivity -26dBm Thermal tuning 26µW/MR
Optical bandwidth 10Gbps/λ Waveguide passing 1.5dB/cm

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we first give the problem definition of
routing and wavelength assignment for multiple multicasts
on ONoC (RWA-MM-ONoC) and formulate it as an integer
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Fig. 9. Performance comparison for different routing schemes, (a) average
latency under different network sizes; (b) power consumption under 8 × 8
mesh network.

programming model. As far as we know, this is the first
time this problem is formally defined. We investigate this
problem from studying optimal routing methods for special
instances on mesh ONoC according to the distribution of
multicast nodes, which only need one wavelength for a group
of multicasts. We can easily route the group of multicasts
with just one wavelength as long as the distribution of the
source and destination nodes satisfies the identified conditions
in Theorem 1, 2, 3 or 4. To solve the general instances of
RWA-MM-ONoC, we propose a Group-Partitioning Routing
algorithm for Multiple Multicasts (GPRMM) by partitioning
multiple multicasts into a number of groups, where each group
satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1, 2, 3 or 4 using one
wavelength. In addition, we provide the upper bound and
lower bound on the number of wavelengths of GPRMM. The
simulation results show that our GPRMM outperforms other
routing schemes in terms of the number of wavelengths and
power consumption. Compared with other traditional routing
schemes (tree-based and path-based routings), GPRMM shows
obvious advantages under different network sizes and different
multicast proportions as summarized below: (i) GPRMM has
low wavelength requirement. It uses the least number of
wavelengths for different multicast proportions and network
sizes. The number of wavelengths used by GPRMM is no
more than the destination density, which is always smaller than
the network size n for an n×n mesh network considering no
multicast nodes overlapping, while traditional routing schemes
cannot guarantee this. (ii) GPRMM has low complexity. It
not only has a low polynomial time computation complexity,
but also adopts simple routing policies (XY/YX/XYX/YXY)
with at most 2 turn-around counts and easy implementation on
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ONoC. (iii) GPRMM has good scalability. With the increasing
of network sizes, the number of wavelengths required is always
the least compared with traditional methods. (iv) GPRMM has
low power consumption. GPRMM can achieve much higher
communication performance and lower power consumption
than the corresponding ENoC, and also achieve much lower
power consumption than the traditional ONoC schemes by
reducing the number of required wavelengths.

In our future work, we will extend the proposed methods to
other topologies, such as torus, to achieve higher performance
for multiple multicasts in ONoC.
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